
Zoosk - #1 Dating App

**About Zoosk**

Zoosk is one of the largest dating apps worldwide with over 40 million registered members. The

app uses special SmartPick introductions or advanced search options to show users matching

local singles.

With Zoosk, you'll quickly meet new people in your area. You can either use the app's personalized

SmartPick introductions or you can search for singles you might like. Since the app has a special

photo verification feature that allows users to verify their photos, it will prevent you from wasting

your time on fake profiles. If you want to use more features, you need to upgrade to a premium

membership.

**Zoosk - Functions:** 

- Meet new people: Zoosk is one of the most popular dating apps in the world, with over 40 million

registered members so far. With the help of the app, you can easily get to know new people in your

area. To show you only singles that really match your preferences and criteria, the app works with

special filters and search options that can be set individually by you. Specify what type of man or

woman you like and the app will start the search for you.

- SmartPick introductions: Zoosk's SmartPick introductions will show you personalized

suggestions of singles. All singles were chosen based on your likes and preferences. Browse the

suggestions and maybe you find the right person.

- Looking for singles: If you do not want to use the suggestions of the app, but rather want to be

active yourself, you can also search on your own for local singles. In order that you will not be

overstrained by the large selection of singles, you have many search options available, which

narrows your search a bit. Indicate whether you are looking for singles with a specific physique or

filter the results by height and find what you are looking for even faster.

- Photo verification feature: In order that you do not waste your valuable time with fake profiles, the

app is equipped with a helpful photo verification feature. If the profile of the single person

indicates that their photo has been verified, you can be sure that you are not dealing with a fake

profile. To confirm a photo, simply upload a video selfie of yourself. If it matches your photo and

the app recognizes that you really are the person shown in the photos, your photo will be officially

confirmed by the app. 

Conclusion: Zoosk convinces especially by a large selection of singles. Another advantage is that

you can decide for yourself if the app should show you suggestions or if you prefer to go on a

search yourself.


